






“SURVIVOR” GENTLE USE CHALLENGE 

Gentle use trail ride  

Saturday August 16, 2014 

We are a prepared bunch and We Plan and Prepare!!!  The Renck’s want to remind 
you that they have decided to host the this season of the “Survivor Challenge” 

We have chosen all Redshank/BCHC members to be part of the “Survivor” Gentle 
Use Challenge (no videos were required to try out) 

The Edition of “Survivor” Gentle Use will be held in the beautiful outpost of 
Aguanga, California at the Renck Compound located at 52090 Elder Creek, Aguanga 
Calif. It will be live on August 16, 2014 with ride out time at 9:00AM with a potluck 

lunch after riders return to Renck Compound. The competitors will consist of an 
unknown number of brave and hardy Redshank/BCHC members that will reflect the 

“Gentle Use” qualities that BCHC promotes in the back and front country. All 
Redshank/BCHC members will compete to OUTWIT, OUTLAST AND OUT 

GENTLE USE and ultimately be crowned lonely “SURVIVER” 

Important Credits:  You must be a BCHC member to participate; you are welcome to 
join that day. The ride is rated a 3/4 with areas where horses will go through rocks. 

The ride will be approx. 2 to 3 hours. There will be stops where riders will be asked to 
answer questions and demonstrate “Gentle Use/Leave No Trace Principles”. All 

activities will be in good fun, with an effort to help us all become 

“Gentle Users” Anyone who can’t ride is welcome to participate, but you will need to 
be at ride before ride out time. 

Please RSVP 951-663-5452 OR Ali9591@aol.com. 

If you RSVP you will receive a point towards becoming lonely survivor. 

All of you that attended the Pack Clinic on May 4, 2014 at the Lewis House should  
have received a special treat if you “paid attention” at the pack clinic and named 

something that helps stock users be gentle users. 
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The heat didn’t keep some hardy Redshank Riders Unit 
members from completing a much needed project at 
the Tule Peak Trail head on July 13, 2014. Since the 
Wilderness at Beauty Mountain is relative new, it has 
been difficult to educate all the motorcycle and quad 
users that due to its Wilderness status, all of the trails, 
except the designated dirt roads are now designated as 
non-motorized use.  So to help alleviate this problem, 
eleven members completed the installation of a horse 
gate and a fence to stop the encroachment.  
Members met at the staging area at 7:30AM and hiked 
the short distance to the trailhead. Once at the trail 
head they dug post holes for the horse gate and 
statically placed telephone poles and then concreted 
them in. After this they pounded in t-posts and put in 
anchors into some large boulders to tie off the wire. 
The fence wire was stretched and the fence was 
completed. Then some trail work was completed on the 
trail to eliminate erosion issues.   
The work was completed at 11:00 AM and workers 
hiked back to the staging area where they were treated 
to a Chinese Chicken Salad made by Audrey Turpin 
and watermelon and other fruit.  I want to thank 
Thomas Firth, Mike Lewis, Dustin Renck, Ken Renck, 
Audrey Turpin, Tim Turpin, Greg Bruce, Mary Litch, 
Bob Jones and Robin Prinzing for taking there Sunday 
and doing this project. I also want to thank Carol 
Schmuhl for donating 4 bags of concrete, Mike Lewis 
for donating 3 bags of concrete and welding up the 
horse gate, Thomas Firth for donating 5 telephone 
poles, Ken Renck for donating 5 bags concrete and the 
T-posts and Stacy Kuhns for donating the fence wire. 
Without these peoples generosity this project could 
never have been completed. 
For those of you who have never come out to help at a 
work party, it a great experience.   The work is made 
fun by the fun conversations we have with each other. 
For example our own storyteller Thomas Firth was 
telling us “Tall Tales” about when he pulled electrical 
line in the Congo and the telephone pole holes were 
dug by the pigmy peoples, because they were small 
enough to get in the holes after they were started. 
Another benefit about work parties is that it lets you 
procrastinate in doing your own work at home, since 
work parties make you feel so much better than doing 
chores at home, because you are “giving back”. 
We have an upcoming trail work party celebrating 50th 
anniversary of the wilderness in Pinion on September 
27, 2014. (Flyer coming soon)  So come out and work a 
half day with us and make a trail a little better.  
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Horse Gate Installed at Tule Peak 
Trailhead in Beauty Mountain 

Wilderness  
Story & Photos Submitted by Allison Renck 
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